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"Felting: The Complete Guide" covers felting in all its different forms, from fibre felting and needle

felting, to knitted and crocheted felting, and includes an overview of felting in a variety of techniques

and inspirational designs.This is the definitive answer book to any crafter's questions about felting,

no matter what type of felting is used. With over 35 projects and a separate section devoted to each

technique, this book is a must-have source of information and ideas on all things felted. Projects

range in size and difficulty, from an easy ball to a knitted vest, and demonstrate how the different

techniques can be used on other types of art.
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I checked out at least 15 different books on felting at my public library, but this is the only one that I

ended up buying for myself. I loved the projects, as well as the instructions for the different types of

felting (wet, needle, fulled, etc.) Instructions and pictures are extremely well done and very easy to

follow. A keeper!

I was very disappointed with this book.This is lazy writing with mediocre illustrations and

details.There was so much more the author could have talked about; for example, she could have

gone into much greater detail about the many different needle types and why each one is used for

different techniques. She didn't. I was also hoping for more needle felting info about sculptures



(dolls or minitures) - and there was hardly anything! I found nothing useful in this book. It is not

"complete" by any means. I found more information by searching YouTube and going to websites

that sell the materials and supplies. It is also priced way too high because it is really just a "BRIEF

Intro guide".This is not a book for beginners or for anybody looking to find every bit of infomration on

the topic that they possibly can. It was a let down, for me, at least.

This book on felting is truly a wonderful and informative guide on all kinds of felting. I had been

hesitant to do much felting with my wool. After reading this book with its very easy to understand

instructions, I am now very comfortable with trying all kinds of felting. This book takes the mystery

out of what I thought was a difficult process.

Love this book. I love that it is spiral bound. It is easy to read and work the projects without

damaging the book. Lots of great ideas with competed pictures.

Nice enough for introductory purposes. i didn't really like the projects BUT did get a few tips from the

project's instructions. The initial overview chapters are interesting. The whole book is very nicely laid

out, writing is well done and photos are excellent.

A nice little book for beginers to learn different methods. Lots of good info and beautiful pictures.

Directions are easy to follow.

A great guide for creating all things felted. Wonderful projects with easy to follow instructions. Good

for first timers or oldtimers! I love this book! Thank You so very much for carrying such a

comprehensive guide to felting! Great price for the information contained therein!

I found it very difficult to rate this book. It's definitely a good book to have. The projects are easy to

follow, and turn out nicely. The information that is has, is useful, and well-written. I also like that it's

got a spiral binding (inside the hardback cover), which is really great for craft/pattern books.But. It's

not a "complete guide" by any means. It's more of a survey/overview of techniques, rather than an

in-depth treatment. A survey of techniques is a good thing to have, but I was disappointed by the

book when I first got it, when I discovered that it was an overview book, not a text book. It was also

on the expensive side. Rather than being $11-$13 like most craft-books of this type, it was over

$20.So, I DO recommend the book, but just understand that you are getting a nice craft book with



an overview of techniques, not a complete guide.
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